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Overview

The Help Pack for Presenting DE/OPAALS, or more appropriately entitled 'Downloadable Toolkit', is a store of materials compiled to help first-time visitors to Digital Ecosystems (DEs) – through the work of OPAALS and DBE projects – understand what are the purposes and benefits of, and how to engage with DEs. The toolkit offers further resources to help previously uninvolved participants understand how it is possible to deploy and benefit from a DE amongst their academic or professional communities and/or in their regions.

The Downloadable Toolkit synthesises many ways to become involved with DEs. For ease of navigation, the toolkit presents some resources as relevant for all users, and some according to the capacity in which users might want more specifically to engage with DEs. Under Digital Ecosystems & OPAALS, compiled are overview presentations, media-oriented packs, presentations given to various communities of interest and newsletters with project information and updates. Under Engagement & Interest Groups, material is organised by project-specific reports and presentations according to knowledge and professional interest. Communication & Dissemination Resources provides information that we have used to conceptualise and communicate DE 'brands' and identity to the larger world. Finally, Use Cases & Cluster Projects illustrates how DEs could be put to use by SMEs for different purposes and in various regions, with links following to active DE cluster projects.

Materials are not organized by mutual exclusivity, however; we have designed the toolkit’s information to encourage users to browse all areas. Finally, the toolkit has been organised to allow multiple and unlimited additions to its architecture and reservoir of materials.

To access the Downloadable Toolkit, go to the URL http://www.opaals-oks.eu/about-opaals/downloadable-toolkit.html. However, a selection of screenshots has been provided on the following pages to represent the toolkit, its architecture and available material. To retrieve any information contained in the toolkit, simply click on a link. Most resources are in PDF, PPT or DOC format and range in file-size from 32KB to 8MB.
Downloadable Toolkit

This is a Toolkit of introductory and dissemination materials to help first-time travellers to Digital Ecosystems (DEs) and OPAALS understand the project, who is involved and how to engage with us. It offers resources to help you understand how you could deploy and benefit from a DE in your region.

There are many ways to become involved. For ease of navigation, we present some resources as relevant for all and some according to the capacity in which you might want to engage with OPAALS. Under Digital Ecosystems & OPAALS we provide overview presentations, media-oriented packs, presentations given to various communities of interest and newsletters with project information and updates. Under Engagement & Interest Groups we have organised project-specific reports and presentations according to knowledge and professional interest. These are not mutually exclusive, however; we encourage you to browse all areas of interest. Communication & Dissemination Resources provides information that we have used to conceptualise and communicate DE ‘brands’ and identity to the larger world. Finally, Use Cases & Cluster Projects illustrates how DEs could be put to use by SMEs for different purposes and in various regions, with links following to active DE cluster projects.

Most resources are in PDF, PPT or DOC format and range in file-size from 32KB to 8MB. To access any of the resources below, simply click on a link. If a file does not appear in your browser window or begin downloading, right-click or control-click the link and choose ‘Save As...’ to download the file.
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